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References in bold-faced type are to LEADING ARTICLES; in italics to BOOK REVIEWS; and in plain type to RECENT DECISIONS.

A

AIR LAW
Bibliography: Zollman: Cases on Air Law 284

ALIMONY
See Domestic Relations

AUTOMOBILES
Rights and liabilities of gratuitous automobile passengers 1-36

AVIATION
See Air Law

B

BILLS AND NOTES
See Negotiable Instruments

C

CARRIERS
In general: Liability of carrier for furnishing disease infected cars for transportation of cattle 78-83
The carrier of livestock as an insurer 79
Bibliography: Van Doren: The Law of Shipment 219

CONFLICT OF LAWS
In general: Enforcing collection of a debt created by a judgment for alimony in a foreign state by bill in equity 267-275

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Constitutional rights: Forcing a defendant to make prints of his fingers as a violation of constitutional provision against requiring defendant to give evidence against himself 239-246
Legislative powers: Constitutionality of a statute making the jury the judge of the law and the facts in criminal cases 149-156

CONTRIBUTION
See Torts

CORPORATIONS
Bibliography: Douglas and Shanks: Cases and Materials on the Law of Corporate Reorganization 93

CRIMINAL LAW
Trial: The right of trial by jury 151-156

D

DIVORCE
Alimony: See Domestic Relations

DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Bibliography: Madden: Handbook of the Law of Persons and Domestic Relations 92-93
Vernier: American Family

Divorce and Alimony: Bill in equity by a married woman to enforce collection of a debt created by a judgment for alimony in another state 267-275
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EQUITY
In general: Doctrine of prevention of merger in mortgages 180-181

Power of court of equity to enter decree for the collection of a debt created by a judgment for alimony in another state 267-275

EVIDENCE
Wigmore: The Principles of Judicial Proof 93-94

Expert testimony: Qualifications of fingerprint experts 237-238

Fingerprint evidence: Admissibility 234-237

Constitutionality of forcing defendant to make fingerprints 239-246

Weight of evidence 238-239

Witnesses: Cross-examination of physicians or other experts with regard to texts considered as authorities 135-139

Examination of witness by court in a civil case as error 143

Impeachment of a witness who has testified to matter contained in books of account by reference to the books 139

Proof of entire case without introduction of testimony 124-125

Scope of cross-examination as limited to matter brought forth in direct examination 125-130

Scope of cross-examination in Illinois 121-148

Scope of cross-examination in will contest cases 130-131

Scope of cross-examination of expert witnesses 132-135

Scope of cross-examination of witnesses who have given opinion evidence in proof of handwriting 139-140

Scope of cross-examination where insolvency is in issue 130

FINGERPRINTS
See Evidence

FRAUD

GIFTS
In general: Establishment of bank account in joint tenancy

by one joint tenant as constituting a gift 46-54

INSURANCE
Fire insurance: Effect of fraud in overvaluation in fire insurance policy 83-90

Effect of mistake in value of property insured 86-87

INTESTATE COMMERCE
Bibliography: Sharfman: The Interstate Commerce Commission, Part One 91-92

JOINT TENANCY
Joint tenancy in bank accounts 37-69

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Bibliography: Jacobs: Cases and Materials on the Law of Landlord and Tenant 284
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LAW
Bibliography: Borchard: Convicting the Innocent 220-222
Burtt: Legal Psychology 164-166
de Sloovere: Cases on the Interpretation of Statutes 94-95
Hankin and Hankin: Progress of the Law in the U. S. Supreme Court: 1930-1931 163-164
Howard: Criminal Justice in England 167-168
McLendon: History of the Public Domain of Georgia 170
Stumberg: Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of France 91
The Laws of Indiana Territory 218-219
Vernier: American Family Laws 222-223

LEGAL HISTORY
Bibliography: Johnson: Pioneers of Freedom 223-224

LIBEL
See Torts

MECHANICS' LIENS
Bibliography: Love: Mechanics' Liens in Illinois 166-167
Priorities: Under the Illinois mechanics' lien law 247-257
Priority: Priority of lien claim over dower interest 249-250
—of lien claim over estate of homestead 249
—of lien claim over interest of lessor where contract of improvement was made with lessee 251-253
—of lien claim over mortgages and encumbrances of record 253-257
—of lien claim over right of vendor who is titleholder where contract of improvement was made with vendee in possession 250-251
Rights of original and sub-contractors under the Illinois Mechanics' Liens Act 248-249

MORTGAGES
In general: Distribution of rents and profits received by mortgagee in possession 198-202
Eliminating foreclosures and receiverships in Illinois 187-203
Extinguishment of personal liability on mortgage notes by merger 177-186
Historical development of the relation of mortgagor and mortgagee 188-189
Mortgages in possession 187-203
Rights of mortgagee: Purchase of property at foreclosure sale by mortgagee or trustee 202-203
Right of mortgagee to continue in possession after foreclosure sale for the purpose of collecting rents and profits 202
Right of mortgagee to improvements, rent and income 191-192
Right of mortgagee to maintain forcible detainer 194-197
Right of mortgagee to obtain possession 192-193
Rights of mortgagor: Duty of mortgagee in possession to account for rents and profits 197-198

NEGLIGENCE
In general: Necessity of showing negligence on part of driver of vehicle in action by passenger against driver 12
Concurrent negligence: Negligence of driver and third person in action by passenger against driver 12-13
Contributory negligence: Duty of gratuitous passenger to warn driver of danger 16-24
Imputed negligence: Negligence of driver of vehicle as imputed to passenger 11-12
Incurred risk: Gratuitous passenger assuming the risks incident to the known incompetency, reckless habits, and inexperience of the driver 29-34

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Bibliography: Smith and Moore: Cases on the Law of Bills and Notes (3rd ed.) 169
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PARTNERSHIP
Bibliography: Clark and Douglas: Cases on the Law of Partnership 285

PASSENGER
Automobile: Duty of passenger to warn driver of danger 16-24
Duty owed by driver of vehicle to gratuitous passengers 13

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Bibliography: Bigelow: Cases on the Law of Personal Property 97-98
Joint Tenancy: Creation of joint tenancy with right of sur-

RADIO
See Air Law

REAL PROPERTY
Bibliography: Aigler: Cases on the Law of Titles to Real Property (2nd ed.) 169

SALES
Bibliography: Vold: Handbook of the Law of Sales 170

SHIPMENT
Bibliography: Van Doren: The Law of Shipment 219

SLANDER
See Torts

TAXATION
In general: The taxation of chain stores 107-120
Power to tax: State: Constitutionality of chain store tax measured by volume of gross retail sales 118-117
Constitutionality of tax on chain stores 108-120

TORTS
Bibliography: Green: The Judicial Process in Torts Cases 169
Joint Liability: Contribution

WILLS
Revocation: Partial revocation by drawing lines through names of some of beneficiaries

WITNESSES
See Evidence

vivorship in bank accounts 40-45
Creation of the relation in bank accounts by the act of one joint tenant 45-64
Right of parties to withdraw funds as affecting joint tenancy in bank accounts 66-68
The right of survivorship in a joint bank account 64-65

PRACTICE
Bibliography: Bowers: The Judicial Discretion of Trial Courts 219-220

PROCEDURE
See Practice

Jacobs: Cases on the Law of Landlord and Tenant 284
Walsh: Cases on the Law of Property 96
Remainders: Descendibility of vested remainder subject to being divested 258-267

STATUTES
Bibliography: de Sloovere: Cases on the Interpretation of Statutes 94-95

SURETYSHIP
In general: Right of surety on a bail bond to arrest principal in another state without resorting to extradition 211-217

among joint tort-feasors 70-78
Libel and slander: Privilege of a witness in civil cases 157-162
Report of physician appointed by court to examine claimant in workman's compensation case as the basis of an action for libel 157-162

TRUSTS
Establishment of bank account in joint tenancy by one joint tenant as constituting a trust 58-57
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